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with a particular time interval. In a networked mul-timedia system, propagating the sensory environmentin some integrated fashion through the network raisessome interesting system design questions.Integrated means that media share a commonmeans of transport, and are viewed as a compositeby the communicating portions of a distributed appli-cation. The means of transport may be logically chan-nelized within the internals of the system to reectdi�erences in application QoS requirements, but themultimedia data are treated as a composite by bothsending and receiving applications, rather than indi-vidually.In this paper we focus on an architecture for net-worked systems which provides propagation of an in-tegrated sensory environment (consisting of real-timemultimedia) through a network. As a consequenceof the way we have partitioned control, the archi-tecture exibly copes with future developments, e.g,new requirements, media, and devices. Flexibilityis particularly important in long-lived systems, andwe see a number of important application areas fornon-traditional \media" (such as tactile data), whichshould be accommodated by a \multimedia" system.1.1 Approaches to Multimedia Network-ingReal-time multimedia networked systems di�er intheir organization of data and data transmission ap-proaches.One approach (the multi-channel approach) trans-mits di�erent media in separate streams (channels)and has for each type of media a specialized data for-mat, and specialized protocols. The integration of thesensory environment is done only at the user inter-face. In this case, the technical challenge appears tolie in synchronization at the receiver. Preserving tim-ing relations among the media can be hard, since someinformation about the intermedia relation gets lost.A second way (the interleaving approach) to prop-agate the integrated sensory environment through the



network is through time-multiplexing (interleaving) ofsome media over a single connection. Control informa-tion (a descriptor) is prepended to integrated packet- it includes information about the media componentsand the intermedia relations. The technical challengesin this case are that the packets can be unwieldy andthe QoS parameters for integrated packets may re-ect the worst-case QoS parameters (e.g., real-timedemands) for each of the constituent media.A third approach (the application-driven approach),which is a hybrid of the other two with some additionalservices, provides a mechanism during call establish-ment and call transmission to guarantee that the sen-sory environment is recreated at the receiver side. Theapproach provides an application-speci�c combinationof multi-channel approach and interleaving approach{ the driving forces are the application requirements,which then decide which approach is mapped to whichset of media. This approach requires support mech-anisms in the form of new services negotiation andrenegotiation, which take the application requirementsand communicate them to subsystems which guaran-tee the application requirements. Renegotiated QoSvalues allow the dynamics of the application to bemore precisely reected in its demands on the net-work, and allow the network resources to be bettermanaged through cooperation with applications[7].1.2 Related WorkThe multi-channel approach is implemented in theDistributed Multiparty Desktop Conferencing System(MERMAID) [14]. Video, voice and data are trans-mitted using two ISDN B-channels. Unfortunately,the ISDN B-channel bandwidth is insu�cient fortransmitting clear video images in real-time and thedelay is unacceptable for many applications. Anothermulti-channel system is the Bellcore Integrated Me-dia Architecture Laboratory's (IMAL) system, calledComputer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) [10].CSCW is concerned with internetworking and integra-tion of networked CAD/CAE resources, as well as net-worked facilities for multi-media teleconferencing andmessaging, embedded in a multimedia environment.CSCW is implemented using three di�erent networks.Control data and text data are transmitted over aLAN, video transport is provided by analog coaxialcable carrying NTSC signals, and audio transport isprovided by analog balanced-line low-impedance ca-bling [10].There are e�orts towards an interleaving approachfor network transmission by the MPEG (Moving Pic-ture Experts Group). The activities cover video com-

pression, associated audio compression, audio-videosynchronization and the issue of synchronization andmultiplexing of multiple compressed audio and videobit streams [8]. Ziegler and Weiss have experimentedwith integrated approaches and developed some mech-anisms for integrated voice and data conferencing[15]. Their goal was to transmit real-time voice andnon-real-time text data. They proposed the \shuttlepacket" method, where they used a data format whichcould take either voice or text. Their proposal usedthe same data format for both media, but they trans-mitted only one data type at a time, i.e., either theshuttle packet had voice or it had text. Di�erentiationwas done with a control ag in the data unit[15].The application-driven approach is based on an ex-tensive body of work on real-time transport proto-cols, and architectures [6] for achieving real-time goalssuch as low jitter [5] and low delay [3]. Some negoti-ation protocols are proposed in the ISO 95 work, butapplication-to-network communication appears prob-lematic due to the strictness of the OSI peer-to-peerarchitecture. Jung and Seret [2] have proposed atranslation scheme for layer-to-layer communication,but have not exploited their scheme in either a broaderdistributed applications context or an experimentalsetting.1.3 Organization of the PaperThe description of our 'integrated' approach, whichuses negotiation/ renegotiation, as well as activityscheduling based on QoS, is given in Section 2.The proposed approach is explored in a teleroboticsapplication. The architecture, expected results andimplementation speci�c issues are presented in Sec-tion 3. Section 4, which concludes the paper, sum-marizes what we now know and what remains to beunderstood.2 Application-driven ApproachTo recreate an integrated sensory environment atthe receivers, we use the application-driven approachoutlined above. We want to provide a mechanism dur-ing call establishment and data transmission whichguarantees the recreation of the sensory environment.The environment consists of media streams with dif-ferent timing, error, and bandwidth requirements, aspossibly periodic delivery. To recreate the environ-ment, we provide two major components in the net-work architecture:



� negotiation and renegotiation of quality of ser-vice(s) during the call establishment phase.It includes negotiation/renegotiation of appli-cation requirements for the integrated sen-sory environment, translation of these require-ments into network requirements for one ormore partial connections (per medium), andnegotiation/renegotiation of network require-ments/guarantees using an admission controlmechanism.� transport of the streams through di�erent negoti-ated QoS connections; necessary periodic schedul-ing based on QoS is arranged during the calltransmission phase.While here we assume that the sender creates asingle integrated sensory environment, our approachcan be extended to the case when the sources are dis-tributed by altering the negotiation process.2.1 QoS ModelThe �rst task is to describe the QoS parameterswhich specify the objects representing the networkedmultimedia system. Our model is shown in Figure 11.End-point objects are represented as input andoutput devices. These objects are described withapplication QoS parameters, which actually representthe application requirements for the sensory environ-ment. We split QoS into two categories. Applica-tion QoS is \quality" in terms meaningful to ap-plication services, i.e., how well the application canrecreate data which satisfy the expectations of endusers. Speci�cation is in terms of application char-acteristics. The application characteristics param-eters include information on the multimedia streamdescription and the media relations, such as com-munications topologies and entity roles (e.g., synchro-nization, any necessary media conversion, and whetheran interleaving/multichannel variant is required fortransport). The stream description maintains me-dia quality parameters. Some example parametersfor quantized continuous media are the sample rate,sample size, compression algorithms and sample lossrate.The transmission object is the network, which ischaracterized by network QoS parameters, such asthroughput pledge (allocated bandwidth) as wellas other performance requirements (such as delaybounds, loss rate). For the network QoS parameter1Figures 1-4 are at the end of the paper

set, we have found the parameters used in the BerkeleyTenet protocol suite[3] to be suitable.The application QoS parameters and network QoSare clearly di�erent ways of talking about the behaviorof a system { two di�erent languages. We must pro-vide a mechanism for communicating parameters inthe appropriate language among the application end-point entities, as well as between the application andthe network entities.2.2 QoS CommunicationA general architecture for communication of QoSparameters as requires two new services: negoti-ation/renegotiation of QoS and translation ofQoS.To characterize an actual negotiation, we ask whothe parties are?, and how do the parties negotiate?.There are really two parties to any QoS negotiationin networked multimedia applications - other applica-tion elements and the network infrastructure. Thereis peer-to-peer negotiation between the application el-ements and application-to-network negotiation. Thissplit between the types of negotiation is shown in Fig-ure 2.Peer-to-peer negotiation settles the multimedia re-quirements between the end-points. This process es-tablishes an agreement between the parties with re-spect to the application QoS parameters. Using aseparate control connection (non-parameterized) theapplication QoS are exchanged. The receiving partychecks the incomingmultimediaquality and service re-quirements for feasibility (e.g., resources, service exis-tence, device support). The result is one of: \accept",\modify" , or \can't communicate". In the case ofa \modify" answer, the receiver must modify its ownsensory environment so that it can communicate withthe sender. We assume that the sender sends its bestpossible quality of the media, and the receiver has toadjust if there are di�erences. This approach is a scal-able approach especially for large-scale multicasting orbroadcasting purposes.The application-to-network negotiation communi-cates the performance requirements for the multime-dia connections between the application and the net-work. This negotiation includes two steps. One stepis bidirectional translation of QoS from/to theapplication QoS parameters to/from network QoS pa-rameters and is implemented by the entity called theQoS Broker. The second step is negotiation/ rene-gotiation of network QoS.Negotiation/renegotiation of network QoS estab-lishes agreement between connection management and



network management on network QoS parameters.Negotiation/renegotiation of network QoS happens ona per-connection basis. The connections are unidirec-tional connections in our model. Thus, the connec-tion set up is tied to negotiation of QoS parameters.The admission protocol performs actions to guaranteethem (admission-reservation, admission-allocation) ofresources at the end-points.Detailed translation examples and the functionalityof the QoS broker, as well as dependencies betweennegotiation/renegotiation process elements are furtherdescribed in [7].2.3 QoS Guarantees - Scheduling basedon QoSIt is clear that the computer system software mustparticipate in service delivery. The negotiation andadmission control can o�er their guarantees only ifscheduling based on QoS is available as a service forQoS guarantees. The network QoS requirements haveto be mapped further into a scheduler based on QoS.An extensive body of work on scheduling based onQoS in switches exists; an example scheme is describedby Hyman, et al. [12].We partition tra�c at the end-points into three ba-sic classes using deadline times as the partitioning re-lation:� hard real-time deadline media streams (tactiledata & kinesthetic),� soft real-time deadline media streams (audio,video streams),� non-real time deadline media streams .There are several reasons why time is the parti-tioning factor; among the more important are thefact that sensory data are continuous, and the ob-servation that both computer operating systems andnetwork resource allocation use time-division multi-plexing (TDM) as a mechanism to implement theirresource-sharing paradigms. Thus, one would ex-pect mapping requirements to these resource providersto be more natural than in other tra�c partitioningschemes.For scheduling, we are using a mixed schedulingalgorithm [16], which combines rate-monotonic anddeadline-driven scheduling algorithms. An impor-tant architectural implication is that admission con-trol must take into account the ability to schedule ac-tivities associated with the hard real-time streams.

3 Application to Telerobotics3.1 Why TeleoperationWe are exploring our approach in the contextof an actual application, that of telerobotics anddistributed digital teleoperation [1]. The teler-obotics/teleoperation application is a non-trivial ap-plication and provides many challenges to network re-search. The reason is that the involved media sensory,data, audio and video, with their complex applicationrequirements, �ll di�erent portions of the QoS param-eter space as it is shown in Figure 3.�Teleoperation allows a remote operator to exertforces or to impart motion to a slave manipulator.The operator can also experience the forces and result-ing motion of the slave manipulator, known as \kines-thetic feedback". An operator is also provided withvisual feedback, and possibly audio feedback as well.Visual information requires at least megabit band-width with frame rates in excess of ten frames persecond. Normally, teleoperation makes use of two tothree video channels. The kinesthetic communicationschannel is required in both directions for each manip-ulator. There are normally two manipulators. Kines-thetic channels require transmission of a few hundredsof bits per sample, at about a 1000Hz rate. As onemight expect, there are strict timing requirementson manipulator channels (\robotics data") - irregu-lar or missing data can result in physical damage.Along with these channels might be channels for au-dio, and video information. This application has dy-namic changes in its requirements over its executionbecause the physical information changes as the robotarms are mobile - they may obscure or expose a cam-era while moving. The changes of the physical in-formation may result in renegotiation of requirementsamong the remote sites as well as changes in networkguarantees. The complex timing requirements of thetelerobotics application gives us a realistic and de-manding platform with which we can study param-eterized call/connection management and negotiationservices. Telerobotics employs distributed control andexecution mechanisms which force some real-time re-quirements on the network. As we experiment withlower layer protocols such as ATM Adaptation Lay-ers (AALs), we expect to do considerable performancemeasurement and evaluation of the underlying ATMnetwork from the application performance point ofview.



3.2 System Con�gurationOur test system con�guration is shown in Figure4. The network solution employs point-to-point linksstar-coupled to a high-speed ATM switch to form anATM LAN. The LAN is interconnected to WAN facil-ities through the same switch; links are �bers operat-ing with SONET OC-3c or OC-12. We operate ATMover SONET OC-3c, giving a bandwidth of 155 Mbps.ATM over SONET provides the key features of low er-ror rates, high-bandwidth, and facilities which can beused for the paced data delivery we have discussedearlier in this paper.The communication software and hardware supportfor video, audio and ATM host interface have been im-plemented on IBM RISC System/6000 workstationsusing AIX. To obtain robotics sensory data over theATM network we connect the SUN-4 and RS/6000stations with an S bus-to-Microchannel bus intercon-nection card at the slave side. On the master sidea real-time processor (called \JIFFE" and labeled assuch in Figure 4) and a dedicated IBM PC providethe robot control. A BIT3 bus connector card con-nects the JIFFE processor with the IBM RS/6000workstation. The hardware and device drivers on theRS/6000 are functional; we have achieved application-to-application bandwidths up to 130 Mbps[17] andfeedback loops operating successfully at over 500Hz.This 500Hz �gure is achieved at the interfaces betweenthe robotics control/communication unit; and shouldbe sustainable over small ATM networks. While theinterarrival time for a 500Hz loop can be maintainedover an ATM WAN (we intend to study this in theAURORA network), we realize that better modelingin the robotics controller subsystems will be neces-sary to cope with the increased feedback delays dueto longer distances.The speci�cation and design of the QoS broker aswell as negotiation/ renegotiation of application QoSare implemented as part of the telerobotics project.Currently we are working as on the implementationof network guaranteed services for our ATM networkusing ideas described in [3] and [4], as well as the ex-tended connection and call management, (includingnegotiation/renegotiation of network QoS) describedin section 2.4 ConclusionThe main contribution of this paper is an archi-tecture for propagating an integrated sensory environ-ment between elements of a complex distributed appli-

cation. The approach is based on two basic constructsin the network.The �rst construct is multiple points of service ne-gotiation and renegotiation, and system support forthese services. We discussed both peer-to-peer andapplications-to-network (layer-to-layer) points of ser-vice, and showed how a language translation modelhelps to solve this problem.The second is the mechanism necessary to deliverthe negotiated services. We indicated that the mecha-nism must include translation of QoS parameters intoactivities required by other entities, such as operatingsystem schedulers, logical multiplexing and demulti-plexing in protocol design, and network call admissionstrategies.We are using teleoperation of intelligent machinesas a driving application. The experiments are under-way, and we hope to understand the issues in such away that we can prioritize our concerns, rather thansimply enumerating them as we do today. Only suchexperiments can provide the necessary understand-ing. Important open questions include the nature ofoptimizations possible in combining multimedia datawithin an application, use of sophisticated planningand remote device status models to reduce networktra�c, and the tra�c implications of the dynamics(e.g., the magnitude and duration of tra�c bursts)inherent in this class application.References[1] Ruzena Bajcsy, David J. Farber, Richard P.Paul, Jonathan M. Smith, \Gigabit Telerobotics:Applying Advanced Information Infrastructure",Technical Report MS-CIS-93-11, January 1993[2] Jae-il Jung, Dominique Seret, \Translation ofQoS Parameters into ATM Performance Parame-ters in B-ISDN", IEEE INFOCOM '93, San Fran-cisco, CA, March 1993.[3] Jean Ramaekers and Giorgio Ventre. \Qualityof Service Negotiation in a Real-Time Commu-nication Network", Technical Report TR-92-023,International Computer Science Institute, Berke-ley, CA, April 1992[4] Dinesh C. Verma \Quality of Service in ATMNetworks", Technical Report University of Cali-fornia, Berkeley, CA, 1990[5] Hui Zhang, Srinivasan Keshav. \Comparison ofRate-Based Service Disciplines", SIGCOMM'91
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